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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
Gastro-intestinal Suction and medication introduction 

apparatus comprising a bi-lumenal flexible tube having a 
Smaller lumen within a larger one and inflatable means 
near the lower end of the Smaller lumen adapted to in 
flate to substantially constrict the passageway of the 
larger lumen: a weighted object such as a thin-walled 
rubberbag of mercury a flexibleelementsuch as a thread 
Secured to the bagand an enlargement secured to the op 
posite end of the thread from the bag the enlargement 
adapted to be releasably retained in the tube larger 
lumen by inflation of the inflatable meansto dispose the 
weighted bag relatively freely ashort distance beyond the 
lower end of the tube. 
Amethod ofassembling inserting employingand with 

drawingthe tubeis also described. 

The foregoing abstractis notintended to be a com 
prehensive discussion of all of the principles possible 
modes or applications of the invention disclosed in this 
document and should not be used to interpret the Scope 
of the claims whichappearatthe end ofthis specification. 
The presentinvention relatestoimproved apparatus for 

draining and medicating the gastro-intestinal region. 
Gastro-intestinaltubes of the nasally inserted type are 

generally flexible of a diameter sufficiently Small to al 
1ow introduction of the tube through the patient's nasal 
passage and of a length suficient to permitthe introduced 
end of the tube to reach the appropriate location so that 
gastro-intestinal contents can be removed by suction 
through the upper end of the tube which projects from 
the patient's nose orin some instances from the patients 
mouth. 

Although itis usually not dificult to introduce Such 
tubes to the stomach, prior art gastro-intestinaltubes are 
often found to be unsatisfactory for draining or medicat 
ing the smallintestine because of the dificulty experi 
encedin attemptingto pass the lowerend of Such tubes 
through the ring shaped muscle at the lower end of the 
stomach orin retrieving thetube from the gastro-intestinal 
tract once the lowerend of the tube has been introduced 
into the smallintestine.To aid passage ofthe tube through 
the ring-shaped muscle at the lower end of the stomach, 
prior art devices have employed means Such as bulbous 
weightedattachments onthe lowerend ofthetubeusually 
in the form of a thin-walled rubber bag containing air, 
water mercury or the like Progress of the tube lower 
endis often observed by fluoroscopy orX-ray techniques. 

Beside being cumbersome and time-consuming these 
procedures are sometimes unsuccessful since the natural 
tendency ofthe bulbousweighted objectto descendin the 
gastro-intestinal tractis hindered by its direct attachment 
to the end ofthe tube The feeding ofthe tube fasterthan 
its rate of descent sometimes causes it to coil in the 
stomach so that the lower end is not presented at the 
1owerend ofthe stomach. 

In instances where the practitioneris successfulin in 
troducing such priorartweighted bulbous lowerend tubes 
into the Smallintestine?Such dificultyis often encountered 
in attempting to withdraw the tube from the Small in 
testine because of the tortuous passageway thereof and 
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the contraction of the ring-shaped muscles of the stomach 
about the tube that the practitioner may be leftwith no 
alternative but to cut the tube at the nose of the patient 
and allow the tube to pass through the esophagus and 
gastro-intestinal tractin the normal manner Fortunately, 
when such tubes are cut they usually pass through the 
patientin about 24 hours butinstances where such tubes 
when cut have taken up to three weeks passing through 
have been reported Needless to Say such a method cauSes 
some consternation to both the patient and his physician. 

Recognizing this problem others have proposed means 
for detaching the weighted object from the tube within 
the patient to facilitate withdrawal of the tube Such con 
structions are exemplified by the tube shown in the U.S. 
patentof Barron,3,155,097. 
A prior art device forgastro-intestinal intubation has 

provided a feeding tube adapted to be inserted through a 
patient's nose and carried to his stomach by a mercury 
filled bag disposed closely adjacent the lower apertured 
end of the tube by a suture thread which loops through 
one of the apertures and through an eyelet on the bag. 
The ends of the suture thread project from the upper 
end of the single lumentube.To release the bag one end 
of the suture threadis pulled and the other released The 
1atter travels down the tube and upon being withdrawn 
from the bageyelet the bagis released Apparently when 
the bag of the prior art device is attached Suficient ten 
sion must be maintained on the Suture thread to key the 
bagto the tube otherwise descent of the bag would not 
cause the tube to be drawn along The tension on the 
thread undoubtedlyincreases the tendency of the tube to 
kink andatthe least decreaseitsflexibility?The Size ofthe 
1ooped lower end of the tube of the prior art device 
would effectively preventitsuse in the intestine?Since the 
loop wouldprobablybe toolarge andrigid to pass through 
the stomach lower end ring muscle Ifit were uSed as a 
gastro-intestinal tube the tube of the prior art device 
would necessarily possess many ofthe above-noted disad 
vantages of prior art weighted tubes where the weightis 
attached closely adjacent the lower end of the tube For 
instance the release mechanism of the bag of the prior 
art device while probablyperformingwellinthe stomach, 
would encounter technical dificultiesin the intestinewere 
itused there due tothe necessarily longer tube length and 
the tortuous path which would probably increase Suture 
thread friction against the tube to Such an extent that the 
threadcould notbe successfullywithdrawn. 

Accordingly itis a primary object ofthe presentinven 
tion to provide apparatus useful in intestinal intubation 
including a flexible tube which will readily pass through 
the muscular contractile ring at the lower end of the 
stomach into the upper part of the Smallintestine or 
duodenum and thence into the remainder of the small 
intestine if necessary and which can be dependably re 
trieved from this location by withdrawal through the 
patient's nose ormouth. 
A more particular object of the inventionis the pro 

vision of a flexible gastro-intestinal tube having a weight 
releasably attached adjacentits lowerend bya cord orthe 
1ike of appreciable length which allows the bagto freely 
descend within the gastro-intestinal tract unhampered by 
the relative rigidity of the flexible tube resultingin the 
pulling of the tube by the attached cord along the path 
traversed bythe bag. 
A further object of the invention is the provision of 

improved gastro-intestinal suction and medication intro 
duction apparatus comprising a bi-lumenal flexible tube 
having a Smaller lumen within a larger one andinflatable 
means nearthe lower end of the smaller lumenadapted 
to inflat to Substantially constrict the passageway of the 
larger lumen; a weighted object such as a thin-walled 
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rubber bagof mercury afexible element Such as a thread 
secured to the bag and an enlargement Secured to the 
opposite end ofthe thread from the bag the enlargement 
adapted to be releasably retainedin the tube larger lumen 
byinflation oftheinflatablemeansto dispose theweighted 
bagrelativelyfreelyashort distance beyond the lowerend 
ofthe tube. 
Yet another object ofthe presentinvention includes the 

provision ofamethodforreliablyaccomplishingintestinal 
intubation and for equally reliably withdrawing the intro 
duced tube. 
These and further objects of the presentinvention will 

become more clearly apparent as will the principles and 
scope of advantageous applicability of the presentinven 
tion duringthe course ofthe following detailed discussion 
which relates to the preferred embodiment of the appa 
ratus oftheinventionthatisillustratedin the accompany? 
ing drawing. 

In the drawing: 
FIGURE1is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view 

of atubeembodying the presentinvention the wall of the 
1arger lumen being partly broken away to expose the 
smaller lumen the inflated balloon and the baloon en gaging bagretainingblock; 
FIGURE 2 is a transverse cross-sectional view taken 

substantiallyalongthe line2-2 of FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is a transverse cross-Sectional view taken 

substantiallyalong the line 3-3 of FIGURE 1; 
?IGURE4is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view 

similar to FIGURE1?but showing the balloon in a de 
flated condition and the weighted bag thread and retain 
ingblockescapingfrom thetube;and 
FIGURE5is afragmentaryperspectiveview ofamodi 

fication shown in a condition thereof similarto the FIG 
URE 1 condition of the preferred embodiment Shown 
therein, 
The apparatus 10 includes a tube 12 of soft flexible 

material suchas rubber or synthetic plastic material pref 
erably having an outside diameter Suficiently Small to 
permitinsertion of the tube in the patients nasal cavity 
and passage of the inserted end of the tube down the 
patient's throat esophagus andinto hisstomach and Small 
intestine For the normal human adult a tube 12 of ap 
proximatelytenfeetin length has been found to beade 
quate and alow a suficientamount of the tube12upper 
end 14to extent from the patient's nose or mouth after 
thetube12 lowerend 16 has reached the desired point to 
permitthe attachment of suction pressure and otherap 
paratustothetube upperend. 
The tube12 comprisestwo lumens orchannels 18?20 

the formerbeing ofsmaller diameterand disposed within 
the latterso asto extend from the upperend ofthe tube12 
nearlytothe lowerend thereof 
The smaller1umen preferablycomprises aflexible tube 

21 offiexible rubber or synthetic plastic material It may 
conveniently be attached to the inner peripheral wal 22 
ofthe larger lumen 20by solventwelding heatsealingor 
anysimilartechniquesoastoextend longitudinalyalong 
Itis alsowithin the purview oftheinvention that the tube 
12 be extruded as a unitary biluminal tube utilizing 
conventional extrusion techniques and a die or extrusion 
head havingashape corresponding to the cross-sectional 
shape of the tube12 as shown in FIGURE 2. 
Within the larger lumen near the lower end of the tube 

12 aninflatable balloon 24 is provided at the lowerter 
minous of and communicated to the smaller lumen The 
balloon 24 may be a separately fabricated thin-walled 
element secured as by heat sealing or solventweldingto 
the smaller lumen orit may merely comprise a thin area 
formed in the peripheral wall 26 of the Smaller lumen 
itself similar to aneurysm of a blood vessel the lower 
end of the Smaller lumen beyond the thinner Section 
then being closed of by heat sealing solvent welding or 
the like. 
The balloon 24 is of such elasticity that when inflated 
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4 
itsubstantially blocks the larger lumen (FIGURE3) and 
when deflated does not obstruct the larger lumen Sig 
nificantly more than does the smaller lumen (compare 
FIGURES 4 and 2). 
To the upper end of the tube12 may be Secured a Y 

connector 25 having a leg 28 which communicates with 
the smaller lumen and a leg30 which communicates with 
the larger lumen The leg 28 is preferably connected to a 
source ofpressurizedfluidsuchas air orwaterin orderto 
infiate the balloon24 and maintainitin aninflated condi 
tion The communication to the pressurized fuidis dis 
rupted when deflation of the balloon is desired The leg 
30 communicating with the larger lumen may be con 
nected to a conventional suction device for removing 
gastro-intestinalcontents and subsequently oralternative 
1y to apparatus for the administration of medication or 
nutritionthrough the tube to the appropriate locations in 
the gastro-intestinal tract In order to accomplish the 
gastro-intestinal contents removal and medication or nu 
trition administration openings32 are provided through 
the tube12into the large lumen of the appropriate loca 
tionS. 
Animportant portion of the presentinvention involves 

the discovery thatthe shortcomings of prior artweighted 
tubes can be overcome by disposing the weighted means 
ahead of the lowerend of the tube and removably Secur 
ingitto the tube by an extremely flexible element In the 
apparatus19 thisis accomplished by providing a weight 
34 shown being a thin walled rubber or plastic bag of 
heavy?flowable material Such as mercury or water. 
The bag 34issecured to one end of an extremely flex 

ible elementsuch as a surgical thread of silk or the like 
36. Ablock of plastic material rubber metal or the like 
38 issecured to the opposite end ofthe thread 36.The bag 
34 is removably attached to the tube 12 by inserting the 
block 38 in the large lumen from the lower end of the 
tube the balloon 24 beingin a deflated condition When 
the block 38 isslightly upstream from the balloon 24 the 
Iatteris inflated by pressurizing the Smaller lumen from 
the upper end thereof The balloon 24 in inflating blocks 
the larger lumen preventing passage ofthe block38there 
by Preferably the balloon 24 is positioned with reSpect 
to the lower end of the tube 12 and the thread 36 of Suf 
ficient length that a significant amount of the extremely 
flexible thread 36 forinstance 6-8 inches thereof extends 
between the bag 34 and the tube 12 lower end (FIG 
URE 1). 
The bag 34 thread 36 and tube 12 are progressively 

inserted in the patients nasal cavity in the FIGURE 1 
condition thereof and allowed to progress under the 
weight of the bag34throughthe esophagus stomach and 
intestine It should be apparent that because of the free 
dom of motion allowed the weighted bag34 because of 
its extremely flexible connection to the tube 12?the bag 
descends in the gastro-intestinal tractunder the infiuence 
of its fluidity weight and the peristaltic action of the 
Stomach and intestines pulling the tube 12 afterit more 
eficiently and with less chance of malfunctioning than 
is the case with prior art weighted tubes particularly in 
passing through the stomach lower end ring muscle and 
progressing along the Smallintestine. 
When the tube 121ower end has reached the desired 

position thereof within the gastro-intestinal tract the 
weighted bag34is released from the tube 12 by deflating 
the balloon 24. This is accomplished by disconnecting 
pressurization from the Y connector 26 leg 28 Upon 
collapse of the balloon 24?the block 38 slips downwardly 
in the large lumen past the defated balloon and out of 
the lower end of the tube 12 (FIGURE 4)?After this 
separation the bag 34 thread 36 and block continue 
through the intestinal tract and will be eliminated from 
the body in theusual manner. 

If after placement of the tube has been effected and the 
weighted bag thread and block released itis desired to 
discontinue suction or medication or nutrition applica 
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tion through the large lumen lowerend but continue such 
operations through the large lumen Openings which are 
upstream from the large lumen lower end this can be 
easily accomplished by reinflation of the balloon 24 to 
completely block the lowerend of the large lumen. 
Whenuse of the tube12is completed itmayeasily be 

withdrawn fromits point of entry since it no longer has 
the weight attached thereto It is contemplated that in 
Some instances especially where the tube isintended to 
descend no further than into the stomach or a short dis 
tance into the Smallintestine?it may be possible to with 
draw the tube afteruse without releasing the bag thread 
and block. 
A modification of the apparatus is shown in FIGURE 

5.The apparatus of FIGURE 5 issimilarin all respects 
to and similarly numbered as that shown in FIGURES 
1-4 but for the inclusion of an electro-magnet 40 in 
the Smaller lumen at the lower end therofin addition to 
orin place of the balloon 24. Wires42 from the electro 
magnet proceed upwardly in the Small lumen and pro 
ject from the upperend of the tube 12 being connected 
to a Source of electric potential Such as a battery 44. 
Preferably switch means 46 are provided in the circuit 
just described In the embodiment of FIGURE 5 the 
block 38 is composed of ferro-magnetic material being 
removably retainedin the large lumen of the tube adja 
cent the electro-magnet by magnetic force when the cur 
rentis flowing through the magnet?i.e when the switch 
46 is clOSed. The tube Of FIGURE 5 is inSerted in the 
patient's nasal cavity ormouthin a Substantiallyidentical 
manner to that described in regard to the tube Shown 
in FIGURES 1-4. Release of the bag34 whenthe lower 
end of the tube12 has reachedits desired position in the 
gastro-intstinal tract is accomplished by Opening the 
switch 46, whereupon the ferro-magnetic block 38 slips 
out of the lower end of the large lumen The ferro 
magnetic block 38?Suture thread 36 and weighted bag 
34 are eliminated as uSual and the tube 12 withdrawn 
through the patients nose or mouth when the missionit 
was inserted to facilitate has been completed. 

It should now be apparent that the apparatus and 
methodjust described efficiently and reliably accomplish 
each of the objects of the invention as set forth at the 
outset of this specification and clearly outline the princi 
ples ofthe presentinvention Because the specificembodi 
ments depictedin the drawing can be considerably modi 
fied without departing from these principles the inven 
tionshould be understood as encompassing all Such modi 
fications as are within the spirit and scope of the follow 
ing claims. 
We claim: 
1?Apparatus for applying material to and removing 
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material from the gastro-intestinal tract and eSpecially 
the Smallintestine comprising: an elongated flexible tube 
having a large lumen a lower end and an upper end; a 
weight; an elongated extremely flexible elementsecured by 
One end thereof to Said weight; a block Secured to the 
Opposite end of said elongated extremely flexible ele 
ment:Said block having a lateral dimension sufficiently 
Small thatsaid blockis slidably receivable in said large 
lumen:Said block being removably received in said large 
lumen near the lower end of said tube said elongated 
extremely flexible element extending outwardly of said 
tube lower end and Said weight depending therefrom; 
and meansin Said tube adjacent Said block for releasably 
retainingsaid blockinsaid largelumen. 

2.Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the por 
tion of Said elongated flexible element which extends 
between the weight and the tube lower end is about 6-8 
inchesin length, 

3?Apparatus as Set forth in claim2 wherein the elon 
gatedextremelyflexible elementis a thread. 

4.Apparatus as Set forthin claim I wherein said means 
for releasably retaining Said block in Said large lumen 
comprises a balloon inflatable to retain said block and 
deflatable to releasesaid block. 

5. Apparatus as Set forth in claim 4 wherein said 
balloon Substantially blocks said large lumen when in 
fiated. 

6?Apparatus as Set forth in claim 4 furtherincluding 
means defining a Smaller lumen in Said tube than said 
1arge lumen?Said Small lumen extending from said tube 
upper end to and communicating with said balloon 
whereby Said balloon is inflatable and defiatable from 
Saidtube upperend. 

7. Apparatus as Set forth in claim 6 wherein said 
Smaller lumen comprises a flexible tube Secured to the 
inner peripheral wall of the first-mentioned tube and 
extendinglongitudinallytherealong. 

8.Apparatus as Set forth in claim 1 wherein Said block 
is composed of ferro-magnetic material and Said means 
for releasably retaining Said block in said large lumen 
comrpises an electro-magnet, 
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